The image-based rendering approach using Shearlet Transform (ST) is one of the state-of-theart Densely-Sampled Light Field (DSLF) reconstruction methods. It reconstructs Epipolar-Plane Images (EPIs) in image domain via an iterative regularization algorithm restoring their coefficients in shearlet domain. Consequently, the ST method tends to be slow because of the time spent on domain transformations for dozens of iterations. To overcome this limitation, this letter proposes a novel selfsupervised DSLF reconstruction method, CycleST, which applies ST and cycle consistency to DSLF reconstruction. Specifically, CycleST is composed of an encoder-decoder network and a residual learning strategy that restore the shearlet coefficients of densely-sampled EPIs using EPI reconstruction and cycle consistency losses. Besides, CycleST is a self-supervised approach that can be trained solely on Sparsely-Sampled Light Fields (SSLFs) with small disparity ranges ( 8 pixels). Experimental results of DSLF reconstruction on SSLFs with large disparity ranges (16 -32 pixels) from two challenging real-world light field datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed CycleST method. Furthermore, CycleST achieves ∼ 9x speedup over ST, at least.
I. INTRODUCTION
Densely-Sampled Light Field (DSLF) is a discrete 4D representation for the light rays from the scene encoded by two parallel planes, namely image plane and camera plane, where the Y. Gao disparity ranges between neighboring views are less or equal to one pixel. The DSLF has a wide range of applications, such as synthetic aperture imaging, depth estimation, segmentation and visual odometry [1] . Besides, the DSLF-based contents can be rendered on VR [2] , 3DTV [3] and holographic [4] systems. A DSLF in real-world environment is extremely difficult to capture, due to the hardware limitations of the modern light field acquisition systems that can in most cases only capture Sparsely-Sampled Light Fields (SSLFs), where the disparity range between views is more than one pixel. Therefore, real-world DSLFs are typically reconstructed from real-world SSLFs using computational imaging approaches.
Related work. Video frame interpolation methods can be adapted to solve the DSLF reconstruction problem because a 3D SSLF can be treated as a virtual video sequence. Niklaus et al. have proposed Separable Convolution (SepConv), a learning-based video frame synthesis method using spatially adaptive kernels [5] . Bao [6] . Xu et al. have improved the linear models adopted in Liner Video Interpolation (LVI) methods [7, 8] and proposed the Quadratic Video Interpolation (QVI) approach considering the acceleration information in videos [9] - [11] . Gao [13] , for coefficient restoration in the shearlet domain of densely-sampled Epipolar-Plane Images (EPIs) based on the conventional image-based rendering techniques [14, 15] using Shearlet Transform (ST) [16] - [18] .
As for DSLF reconstruction on large-disparity-range (16 -32 pixels) SSLFs of complex scenes, the aforementioned state-of-the-art video frame interpolation methods tend to fail. To tackle this problem, a novel self-supervised DSLF reconstruction method, CycleST, is proposed by leveraging shearlet transform and cycle consistency [19] , also used by recent video frame interpolation methods [20, 21] . In particular, since several DSLFs with different angular resolutions can be reconstructed from the same input SSLF, the cycle consistency is the technique that guarantees these DSLFs have similar reconstruction results w.r.t. the same angular positions.
We summarize the main contributions of this letter as below:
• The proposed CycleST fully leverages the deep convolutional network with cycle consistency loss in shearlet domain to perform EPI inpainting in image domain.
• CycleST is fully self-supervised and trained solely on synthetic SSLFs with small disparity ranges ( 8 pixels);
• Experimental results on challenging real-world SSLFs with large disparity ranges (16 -32 pixels) demonstrate the superiority of CycleST over ST for DSLF reconstruction in terms of accuracy and efficiency (> 8.9x speedup).
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Preliminaries 1) Symbols and notations: The symbols and notations used by this letter are elaborated in Table I . As can be seen in the table, the target DSLF D to be reconstructed from the input SSLF S has the same spatial resolution (m × l) but different angular resolutions. Specifically, on the one hand, the angular resolution of D, i.e.ṅ, is dependent on that of S, i.e. n, and the sampling interval τ specified by the user such thatṅ = (n − 1)τ + 1 . On the other hand, τ relies on the disparity range d S range of S, i.e. τ d S range . Since this paper aims to enhance the angular resolution of any input S with large disparity ranges (16 < d S range 32 pixels), we fix τ to 32. Both S and D can be regarded as sets of EPIs, i.e. S = {ε i |1 i l} and D = {ζ i |1 i l}. It is obvious that ε i and ζ i have different heights because of the different angular resolutions. Due to the lack of DSLF datasets, in this letter for the CycleST network training we utilize the available community-supported SSLF datasets with small disparity ranges Here, we fix τ to 8. This letter studies how to reconstruct densely-sampled D from large-disparity-range S using a deep neural network trained solely on small-disparity-range S in a self-supervised fashion. R γ×γ , where γ × γ represents the size of a shearlet filter and η = (2 ξ+1 + ξ − 1) denotes the number of shearlets. For τ = 32, ξ = 5 and η = 68. Moreover, as suggested in [16] , for τ = 32, a good choice for γ is γ = 255. 
To resolve the challenging DSLF reconstruction problem for large-disparity-range SSLFs using small-disparity-range SSLF data only, we propose a novel self-supervised method that leverages a residual learning-based convolutional network with EPI reconstruction and cycle consistency losses to restore EPI coefficients in shearlet domain. The proposed approach is referred to as CycleST and consists of five steps, namely (i) pre-shearing, (ii) random cropping, (iii) remapping, (iv) sparse regularization and (v) post-shearing. It is worth remarking that steps (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) belong to the self-supervised training part of CycleST and steps (i), (iii), (iv) and (v) constitute the prediction part of CycleST. The details of these five steps are described as following.
1) Pre-shearing: To satisfy the two requirements of the elaborately-tailored shearlet system explained in Section II-A2, a pre-shearing operation is designed to change the disparities of the input training SSLF S using a shearing parameter
EPIs of the training SSLF S , i.e. i , is displayed in Fig. 1 (a) . The sheared i is represented by shear i as illustrated in Fig. 1 . An example of the random cropping results is shown in Fig. 1 (b) .
3) Remapping: To achieve self-supervision for CycleST, the rows of the cropped EPI crop i are rearranged with zero-padding between neighboring rows, producing EPIsε
whereε (t) i ∈ R b×b×3 . As shown in Fig. 1 (c) and (d), two different EPIs, i.e.ε
(3) i andε (5) i , are generated for each crop i , so that the cycle consistency information from them can be leveraged in the next sparse regularization step. i is then converted into shearlet coefficients via the shearlet analysis transform SH(·). The sparse regularization step is essentially refining these coefficients in shearlet domain to fulfill image inpainting onε and residual learning strategy [26] , R(·) refines the shearlet coefficients ofε Network architecture. As shown in Fig. 2 , a residual convolutional network, based on the architectures of U-Net [25] and the generator network of CycleGAN [19] , is adapted to perform the reconstruction of shearlet coefficients. The input data areε hierarchies of both encoder and decoder. It can also be seen that the last layer of R(·) is only a 1 × 1 convolution layer, without Leaky ReLU placed behind it. Following the residual learning strategy [26] , the predicted coefficient residuals R SH ε i , t ∈ {3, 5}, which can be written as below:
4) Sparse regularization: The remapped EPIε
(2)
Loss function. Two kinds of losses are considered in the loss function of CycleST network,
i.e. the EPI reconstruction loss L s (t) and cycle consistency loss L cyc . Both of them employ 1 norm, since recent research indicates that 1 norm is superior over 2 norm for learning-based view synthesis and image inpainting tasks [5, 27, 28] . The overall loss function L is a linear combination of L s (t), t ∈ {3, 5}, and L cyc , i.e.
The EPI reconstruction loss L s (t) measures the reconstruction errors between ground-truth sparsely-sampled crop i and predicted densely-sampledζ (t) in a self-supervised manner:
The cycle consistency loss L cyc calculates the reconstruction differences between the predicted 
Finally, λ is empirically set to 2.
5) Post-shearing:
The post-shearing operation is only used in the inference phase of CycleST. In terms of using CycleST for reconstructing D from S, the input S has been sheared with parameter ρ S in the pre-shearing stage. The post-shearing step compensates this through the same shearing operation onζ 
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Settings 1) Training dataset: The Inria synthetic light field datasets contains 39 synthetic 4D SSLFs with disparities from -4 to 4 pixels [29] , satisfying the requirement d S range 8 pixels in Section II-A1 for the training SSLF S . These 4D SSLFs have the same angular resolution 9 × 9 and spatial resolution 512 × 512 pixels. We only pick the 5-th row and 5-th column 3D SSLFs from each synthetic 4D SSLF. Therefore, the training data of CycleST consists of S j , 1 j 78, l = 512, m = 512 and n = 9. The pre-shearing operation in Section II-B1 is repeated three times for each S j with different shearing parameters 2) Evaluation Datasets: Since there are few public real-world DSLF datasets, two evaluation datasets of light fields with tiny disparity ranges ( 2 pixels) are considered for the performance evaluation of different DSLF reconstruction methods. The Evaluation Dataset 1 (ED1) is the tailored High Density Camera Array (HDCA) dataset [30] using the same cutting and scaling strategy as in [13] . Consequently, nine tiny-disparity-range light fields Ψ 1 j , 1 j 9, form ED1 with the same spatial resolution (m×l = 1280×720 pixels) and angular resolution (n = 97). For each Ψ 1 j , an input SSLF S 1 j can be produced using an interpolation rate δ = 16. As a result, the angular resolution of S 1 j is n = n−1 δ + 1 = 7. The target D 1 j to be reconstructed from S 1 j has angular resolutionṅ = 193. The MPI light field archive contains two tiny-disparity-range light fields ('bikes' and 'workshop') and two DSLFs ('mannequin' and 'living room') [31] , which constitute the Evaluation Dataset 2 (ED2), i.e. Ψ 2 j , 1 j 4. The spatial and angular resolutions of each Ψ 2 j is m = 960, l = 720 andn = 97. For the tiny-disparity-range Ψ 2 j , j ∈ {1, 2}, the interpolation rate δ is set to 16, such that n = 7 andṅ = 193. Regarding the densely-sampled Ψ 2 j , j ∈ {3, 4}, the interpolation rate δ is set to the same as τ = 32, such that n = 4 andṅ = 97. The angular and spatial resolutions of the training and evaluation datasets are also summarized in Table II . The minimum disparity and disparity range of S 1 j and S 2 j are exhibited in Table III  and Table IV, respectively. 3) Implementation details: The weights of all the filters of the CycleST network R(·) are initialized by means of the He normal initializer [32] . The AdaMax optimizer [33] is employed to train the model for 12 epochs on an Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU for around 33 hours. The learning rate is gradually reduced from 10 −3 to 10 −5 using an exponential decay schedule during the first four epochs and then fixed to 10 −5 for the rest eight epochs. The mini-batch for each training step is composed of two different samples crop i shown in Fig. 1 (b) . The number of the trainable parameters of R(·) is around 1.4 M. The implementation of ST is from [34] .
B. Results and analysis
The DSLF reconstruction on SSLFs with repetitive patterns and large disparity ranges. The ED2 has four evaluation light fields from four different scenes that are less complex than those of ED1.
Specifically, the scenes of ED2 have no repetitive-pattern objects and less occlusions compared with ED1. The DSLF reconstruction results of all the methods on ED2 are presented in Table IV .
As can be seen from the table, CycleST achieves the best minimum PSNR result on Ψ 2 2 . In addition, it can also be seen that all the results of PIASC are either the best or the second best; however, in Table III , the results of PIASC and SepConv on ED1 are significantly worse than the other baseline approaches. This implies that the kernel-based PIASC and SepConv are not as robust as CycleST for DSLF reconstruction, since they may fail in DSLF reconstruction on largedisparity-range SSLFs with repetitive patterns and complex occlusions. Moreover, the proposed CycleST method outperforms the flow-based QVI and LVI on ED1 and ED2 w.r.t. minimum and average PSNRs. Finally, since CycleST and DRST are developed based on ST, the computation time of all these three methods is compared in Table V . It can be seen from the table that CycleST is at least 8.9 times faster than ST and 2.1 times faster than DRST.
IV. CONCLUSION
This letter has presented a novel self-supervised DSLF reconstruction method, CycleST, which refines the shearlet coefficients of the densely-sampled EPIs in shearlet domain to perform the inpainting of them in image domain. The proposed CycleST takes full advantage of the shearlet transform, encoder-decoder network with residual learning strategy and two types of loss functions, i.e. the EPI reconstruction and cycle consistency losses. Besides, CycleST is trained in a self-supervised fashion solely on synthetic SSLFs with small disparity ranges. Experimental results on two real-world evaluation datasets demonstrate that CycleST is extremely effective for DSLF reconstruction on SSLFs with large disparity ranges (16 -32 pixels), complex occlusions and repetitive patterns. Moreover, CycleST achieves ∼ 9x speedup over ST, at least.
